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CHAPTER 1 0 
INVENTORIES WITH SAMPLE 

STRIPS OR PLOTS 

10-1 Fixed-Area Sample Units Many forest inventories are carried out 
using fixed-area sample units. These fixed-area sample units are called strips or 
plots, depending on their dimensions. Sample plots can be any shape (square, 
rectangular, circular, or triangular); however, square- and circular-plot shapes 
are most commonly employed. A strip can be thought of as a rectangular plot 
whose length is many times its width. 

When employing sample plots or strips, the likelihood of selecting trees of a 
given size for measurement is dependent on the frequency with which that tree 
size occurs in the stand. That is, strip and plot inventories are methods of select
ing sample trees with probability proportional to frequency. Within the sample 
area defined by the strips or plots, individual trees are tallied in terms of the 
characteristics to be assessed, such as species, dbh, and height. Then the sample
area tallies are expanded to a per-unit-area basis by applying an appropriate ex
pansion factor. 

STRIP SYSTEM OF CRUISING 

10-2 Strip-Cruise Layout With this system, sample areas take the form 
of continuous strips of uniform width which are established through the forest at 
equally spaced intervals, such as 5 , LO, or 20 chains. The sample strip itself is 
usually 1 chain wide, although it may be narrowed to 1h chain in dense stands of 
young timber or increased to 2 chains and wider in scattered, old-growth saw
timber. Strips are commonly run straight th.rough the tract in a north-south or 
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0 500 1000 
FIGURE 10-1 FEET 
Diagrammatic plan for a 20 percent s stem . . . 
spaced at regular intervals of 5 chain{ a.lie strip cruise. Sample strips 1 chain wide are 

east-west direction, preferably oriented to er . 
a_ngles (Fig. 10-1 ). By this techni ue all s ?ss topograph.! and dram~~e at light 
ndge top to valley floor are theor~tic' 11 . oil types and timber conditions from 
sample tally. a y mtersected to provide a representative 

Strip cruises are usually organized to sam I . 
the forest area. One-chain sam I . p e a predeternuned percentage of 

I P e stnps spaced Jo chains . 
na 10 percent estimate and 1; h . . apart provide a nomi-

' 2-c am stnps a t 20- h · · . 
nal 2½ percent cruise (Table I 0-1) Th . c am rnte1 vals produce a nomi-

' · e convers10n factor t d 
ume to total volume may be derived b . . . 0 expan sample vol-
100 or (2) dividing the total tract acrea~e(~ d~v1dmg the cruising percentage into 

The computation of cruise intensit an/ t e nu_mber of acres sampled. 
formula form. lf W = strip width Dy - d . expans10n factor can be expressed in 

' - istance between strip centerlines, and 

TABLE 10-1 

EXAMPLES OF CRUISING INTENSITIES FOR 
1-CHAIN SAMPLE STRIP WIDTHS 

Distance between 
strip centerlines, 

Nominal 
ft chains 

No. of strips cruise 
per "forty" percent 

1320 20 
660 10 

5 
2 

330 5 
10 

4 
165 2½ 

20 
8 40 
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. ·ts then nominal cruise intensity (]) in percent equals W and D are m the same um , 

w 
I= -(100) 

D 

minal cruise percent and actual cruise percent 
It is impmtant to remember that no lly are not perfectly rectangular 

ldom equal because timbered tracts genera 
~~es~:pe. The actual cruise percentage can be calculated as 

(
Area in sample) LOO 
Total tract area 

. . . 1 nd total tract area must be in the same uni~. 
ln this calculat10n, area m samp e a l e one computes the expansion, 

To convert sample volume to total tract vo um ' 

or blow-up, factor (EF) as 

100 
EF= - - - 

cruise percent 

. factor the cruise percent should be the actu
ln the computa?on of the expansion . 1 'the expansion factor can be computed 

al, not the norrunal, pe~cent. AJte~~~::tr~ate of total volume for the entire tract 
as total tract area/area m sample. Iii d . all the sample strips times the ex
is obtained by multiplying volume ta e m 

pansion factor. 

. f m Sample Strips If the boundaries 
10-3 Computmg Tract Acreage ro . nknown a fixed cruising per-

lJ bli hed but the total area 1s u • aJ 
of a tract are we esta s ' be estimated from the tot 

b d ·ct d upon and the tract area can ' . 
1 centage may e eci e . ' 1 A 5 percent cruise utilizing stnps 

chainage of strips composing .the ~amp ~~vides a good example. The centerline 
chain wide spaced at ~O~cham mte1:~:i~s from one corner of the tract (i .e. , one
of the first sample strip is offset 10. nd arallel strips are alternately run 20 
half the planned interval between lmesb), a t p rsed by a pattern similar to that 

· 1 h f re area bas een rave 
chains apait untl t e en l . . l h . f sample strips are required, the area 

. F 10 I If 132 Linea c ams o f 5 . 
shown m ig. - . B se the strips were spaced or a pe1-
sampled is (132 x 1)/10 = 13.2 ac~es. ecat~. t ly 20 x 13 2 or 264 acres. The 

h t I tract area is approx1ma e . ' I 
cent estimate, t e to a . t the sampled timber volume to tota 
expansion factor of 20 is also used to conve1 

tract volume. . t t es and acreages are desired for 
When trees are tallied accordmg to fores . yp l be used to develop 

d th ·eceding technique may a so 
each type encountere , e p1 . f t .- were made up of 90 chains 

akd If the 132 lineal chains o s 11P 
these bre owns. . and 42 chains intersecting a hardwood ty?e, 
intersectrng a coruferous type ti Jy Applying the expansion 
sampled areas would be 9 and 4.2 acres, respec ve . 
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factor of 20 would result in estimated areas of 180 acres for conifers and 84 
acres for hardwoods. Although this procedure does not necessari ly provide exact 
values, it generally gives a reasonably good indication of the relative propo1tions 
by types. 

10-4 Field Procedure for Strip Cruising Accurate determination of strip 
lengths and centerlines on the ground requires that distances be chained rather 
than paced; thus a two-person crew is needed for reliable fieldwork. One person 
locates the centerline with a hand or staff compass and also serves as head 
chainman; the other cruises the timber on the sample strip and acts as rear chain
man. Either person may handle the tree taUy, depending on underbrush and den
sity of the timber. The width of the sample strip is ordinarily checked by occa
sional pacing from the 2-chain tape being dragged along as a moving centerline. 
Trailer tapes may be used where slope corrections are necessary. When offset
ting between strip centerlines, it is important that the distance be carefully mea
sured perpendicular to the orientation of the strips. Because many timbered 
tracts have irregular borders, it is also important to "square off" the ends of 
strips in order that the strip area can be computed easily as a rectangle. 

In an efficient cruising party, the compassman is always J to I ½ chains ahead 
of the cruiser, and the sampling progresses in a smooth, continuous fashion. Ex
perienced cruisers learn to "size up" tree heights well ahead, because there is a 
tendency toward underestimation when standing directly under a tree. At the end 
of each cruise line, the strip chainage should be recorded to the nearest link. 
Strip cruising can be speeded up appreciably by tallying tree diameters only and 
determining timber volumes from single-entry volume tables. 

When timber type maps are prepared as cruising progresses, strips ai·e prefer
ably spaced no more than 10 chains apart. There are few forest stands where the 
cruiser can map more than 5 chains to either side of the centerline without hav
ing to make frequent side checks to verify the trends of type boundaries, 
streams, trai ls, or fence lines. The preferred technique for mapping is to sketch 
cruise lines directly on a recent aerial photograph; approximate type Lines and 
drainage can also be interpreted in advance of fieldwork. Then, during the con
duct of fieldwork, type lines can be verified and cover types correctly identified 
with the photographs in hand. 

10-5 Pros and Cons of Strip Cruising The strip system of cruising is not 
as popular as in previous years. Its loss of favor is probably due to the fact that 
two-person crews are needed and volume estimates are difficult to analyze sta
tistically unless lhe tally is separated every few chains (resulting in a series of 
contiguous rectangular plots). In addition to items cited previously, the principal 
advantages claimed for su·ip cruising are: 

1 Sampling is continuous, and less time is wasted in travel ing between strips 
than would be the case for a plot cruise of equal intensity. 
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2 1n comparison with a plot cruise of the same intensity, strips have fewer 
borderline trees, because the total perimeter of the sample is usually smaller. 

3 With two persons working together, there is Less risk to personnel in re-

mote or hazardous regions. 

Disadvantages of strip cruising are as follows: 

1 Errors are easily incurred through inaccurate estimation of strip width. 
Since the cruiser is constantly walking while tallying, there is little incentive to 

leave the centerline of the strip to check borderline trees. 
2 Unless tree heights are checked at a considerable distance from the bases 

of trees, they may be easily underestimated. 
3 Brush and windfalls are more of a hindrance to the strip cruiser than to the 

plot cruiser. 
4 It is difficult to make spot checks of the cruise results, because the strip 

centerline is rarely marked on the ground. 

LINE-PLOT SYSTEM OF CRUISING 

10-6 The Traditional Approach As the name implies, line-plot cruising 
consists of a systematic ta lly of timber on a series of plots that are arranged in a 
rectangular or square grid pattern. Compass lines are established at uniform 
spacings, and plots of equal area are located at predetermined intervals along 
these lines. Plots are usually circular in shape, but they may also take the form 
of squares, rectangles, or triangles. In the United States,¼- and 'ls-acre circular 
plots are most commonly employed for sawtimber tallies; smaller plots are pre
ferred for cruising poletimber or sapling stands. For inventories where a wide 
variety of timber sizes will be encountered, it is often efficient to use concentric 
circular plots with each centered at the same point. As an example, 'ls-acre plots 
might be used to tally sawtimber trees, 1/io-acre plots for pulpwood trees, and 

1110oo-acre plots for regeneration counts. Radii for circular plots frequently used 

in timber inventory are given in Table 10-2. 
As with the strip method, systematic line-plot inventories are often planned 

on a percent cruise basis. ln Fig. 10-2, for example, 'ls-acre plots are spaced 
at intervals of 4 chains on cruise lines that are 5 chains apart. As each plot 
" represents" an area of 20 square chains, the nominal cruising percentage is 

computed as 

Plot size in acres x LOO = 0.2 acres x 100 = IO percent 
Acres represented 2 acres 

By the same token, IO percent estimates may also be accomplished by spac
ing the same 'ls-acre plots at intervals o f 2 1/z x 8 chains, 2 x 10 chains, and so 
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TABLE 10-2 

RADII FOR SEVERAL SIZES OF CIRCULAR SAMPLE PLOTS 

Plot size, 
ac 

1 
½ 
¼ 
1/s 

1/10 

½o 
½s 
¼o 
1/so 

1/100 
1/soo 

1/ 1000 

FIGURE 10-2 

Plot radius, 
ft 

117.8 
83.3 
58.9 
52.7 
37.2 
26.3 
23.5 
18.6 
16.7 
11.8 
5.3 
3.7 

Plot size, 
ha 

1 
½ 
¼ 
1/5 

1/10 

½o 
½s 
¼o 
1/so 

1/100 
1/soo 

1/ 1000 

Plot radius, 
m 

56.42 
39.89 
28.21 
25.23 
17.84 
12.62 
11 .28 
8.92 
7.98 
5.64 
2.52 
1.78 

Diagrammatic plan for a 1 o per t . . sample units. cen systematic line-plot cruise utilizing 1/s-acre circular 
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